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TARZAN NOIR is a performance that took place on 
the 1st of October 2011, during the 10th annual Nuit 
Blanche, in Paris France.
TARZAN NOIR is a journey from Brétigny to Paris, during 
which the performers were carrying 35 porcelain tigers 
and riding public transportation. The end of the journey 
was the Arène de Montmartre, where the tigers were 
lifted in unison before being smashed onto the ground.
The performance was curated by Pierre Bal-Blanc and Luca 
Cerizza, in collaboration with CAC Brétigny, Centre Social La 
Fontaine de Brétigny-sur-Orge and Nuit Blanche 2011 Paris 
France.
Photos by Ala D’Amico.
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